GEORGIA GULF, GALATA CHEMICALS COLLABORATE ON BIO-BASED
VINYL MATERIALS CONTAINING DRAPEX® ALPHA PLASTICIZER
SOUTHBURY, CT and ATLANTA, GA – March 27, 2012 – Georgia Gulf Corporation (NYSE:
GGC) and Galata Chemicals today announced a collaborative effort to develop a line of flexible biobased PVC compounds containing Drapex® Alpha, a primary plasticizer produced from renewable
feedstocks by Galata Chemicals.
“Georgia Gulf is one of the leading technology companies in the vinyl industry, and we have used our
decades of experience producing engineered vinyls to develop a line of bio-based compounds that
are free of phthalates and heavy metals,” said William H. Doherty, vice president-PVC Compounds.
“These non-petroleum-based compounds are specifically designed to enable customers to meet their
sustainability goals without compromising product quality or processing stability.”
The bio-based vinyl compounds – which are ideal for wire and cable, medical uses and a range of
general-purpose customer needs in the area of environmental-oriented applications – can be custom
blended at Georgia Gulf’s Aberdeen, Gallman, Madison and Prairie facilities in Mississippi.
“We will work closely with our customers to design an engineered compound that meets their unique
property requirements and gives them the ability to promote their products to meet the sustainability
needs of their customer base,” Doherty said.
Drapex® Alpha is a highly efficient, bio-based primary plasticizer that can be used in place of a variety
of conventional petroleum-based phthalate plasticizers with similar cost performance. Drapex® Alpha
is suitable for a multitude of general purpose and specialty applications. PVC compounds containing
the new plasticizer exhibit improved extraction resistance, substantially reduced amounts of volatile
organic compounds, and enhanced processability.
“Working with Georgia Gulf, an industry leader focused on sustainable technical solutions, allows us
to bring the Drapex® Alpha technology to the market quickly and enable a broad spectrum of
consumers to realize substantial advantages of this new bio-based plasticizer,” said Dr. Luc De
Temmerman, president and CEO of Galata Chemicals.
Drapex® Alpha is commercially available from Galata Chemicals’ facilities in North America and
Europe and is part of Galata Chemicals’ sustainable product offering which includes Drapex®
Epoxidized Oils, OBS® Organic Based Heat Stabilizers and Soypex® additives for candles.
About Galata Chemicals
Galata Chemicals is a leading global producer of plastics additives including mixed metal heat
stabilizers, tin heat stabilizers, epoxidized soybean oil, polymer modifiers and chemical foaming
agents. Additional information concerning Galata is available at www.galatachemicals.com.
About Georgia Gulf
Georgia Gulf Corporation is a leading integrated North American manufacturer of two chemical lines,
chlorovinyls and aromatics, and manufactures vinyl-based building and home improvement products.
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The Company's vinyl-based building and home improvement products, marketed under Royal
Building Products and Exterior Portfolio brands, include window and door profiles, mouldings, siding,
pipe and pipe fittings, and deck and rail products. Georgia Gulf, headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia,
has manufacturing facilities located throughout North America to provide industry-leading service to
customers. For more information, visit www.ggc.com.
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